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Refutation Organizational Pattern
Basically, this organization pattern is best for an audience which is very opposed to your ideas.  You anticipate their objections, list them...acknowledge them one at a time and then refute them...prove why your side is "better," "more correct," etc.
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Here is a rough idea of what this pattern includes:
I.  Introduction -- the same, yet don't tell all yet!   They are against your position!!!
II.  Body:
    A.  Issue #1 which is in dispute:
        1.  Mention why it is an important issue, telling them why you are glad they are 
             concerned about this.   Perhaps mention what this side argues.
        2. Now prove why your side is most correct!!! Give plenty of support from experts they
             believe in and respect!
B.  Issue #2 which is in dispute:
        1.  Mention why it is an important issue, telling them why you are glad they are     
             concerned about this. Perhaps mention what this side argues.
        2. Now prove why your side is most correct!!! Give plenty of support from experts
             they believe in and respect!
C.  Issue #3  which is in dispute:
        1. Mention why it is an important issue, telling them why you are glad they are 
            concerned about this.   Perhaps mention what this side argues.
        2. Now prove why your side is most correct!!! Give plenty of support from experts 
            they believe in and respect!
III. Conclusion -- the same!
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REFUTATIVE DESIGN: OUTLINE WORKSHEET
Adapted from Osborn and Osborn (1998)
TITLE 
 
Topic: 
Specific Purpose: 
Thesis Statement: 
 
 
I. Introduction
A.  Attention material: 
B.  Credibility material: 
C.  Tie to the audience:
C.  Thesis/Preview: 
 
(Transition into body of speech)
II. Body
A.  Main point #1(first point you will refute/weakest point of opposition) 
    1. (Explain importance of point) 
    2. (Explain how you will refute point) 
    3. (Present evidence to refute point) 
        a. (Facts/figures) 
        b. (Expert testimony)  
    4. (Explain how evidence refutes point) 
    5. (Explain significance of refutation) 
        a. (Facts/figures/expert testimony) 
        b. (Example/narrative) 
(Transition into main point 2)
B. Main point #2 (second point you will refute or counterpoint you 
will support) 
    1. (Explain importance of point) 
    2. (Explain how you will refute/support point) 
    3. (Present evidence to refute/support point) 
        a. (Facts/figures) 
        b. (Expert testimony) 
    4. (Explain how evidence refutes/supports point) 
    5. (Explain significance of refutation/support) 
        a. (Facts/figures/expert testimony) 
        b. (Example/narrative)
(Transition into main point 3) 
C. Main point #3 (second/third point you will refute) 
    1. (Explain importance of point) 
    2. (Explain how you will refute point) 
    3. (Present evidence to refute point) 
        a. (Facts/figures) 
        b. (Expert testimony) 
    4. (Explain how evidence refutes point) 
    5. (Explain significance of refutation) 
        a. (Facts/figures)
        b. (Expert testimony) 
        c. (Example/narrative) 
(Transition into main point 4)
 
D. Main point #4 (next point you will refute or counterpoint you will support) 
    1. (Explain importance of point) 
    2. (Explain how you will refute/support point) 
    3. (Present evidence to refute/support point) 
        a. (Facts/figures) 
        b. (Expert testimony) 
    4. (Explain how evidence refutes/supports point) 
    5. (Explain significance of refutation/support) 
        a. (Facts/figures/expert testimony) 
        b. (Example/narrative)  
(Transition into conclusion)
 
III. Conclusion
A.  Brakelight  
B.  Summary
C.  Tie back to the audience
D.  Memorable End
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REFUTATIVE DESIGN: OUTLINE CHECKLIST
SOURCE:  OSBORN AND OSBORN (1998)
_____ I have selected a topic that involves an issue that has strong opposition. 
_____ I have clearly stated the purpose of my speech.
_____ My thesis statement is written as a complete declarative sentence.
_____ My introduction gains attention and interest, establishes my credibility, and previews the main points of my message.
_____ My first main point refutes the opposition's weakest point.
_____ Each main point for refutation is clearly stated and its importance explained.
_____ I describe how I will attack each point and present credible evidence to support my refutation.
_____ I clearly explain what each refutation means.
_____ I have supported a counterpoint for each point I have refuted following the same format used for each refutation.
_____ I have avoided personal attacks in my refutations. 
_____ My conclusion contains a summary that recaps my message and concluding remarks that reflect on the meaning and significance of my speech.
_____ I have provided transitions where they are needed to make my speech flow smoothly.
_____ I have compiled a list of works consulted in preparation for my speech. 
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